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What a special night it was for the SMS graduating class of 2019! Everyone looked amazing,
dressed to the nines, and ready to party the night
away with their friends and classmates.
DJ Derek brought everyone to their feet with his
awesome song choices. The students were served a
delicious meal provided by the PTA.
Thank you to all the faculty and staff who chaperoned, and kudos to Ms. Palmisano for organizing
this entire event! We must also express our gratitude
to the PTA who provided the food and entertainment. It certainly was a night that none of the 8th
graders will soon forget.
-Staff
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SMS Students Recognized at Law Day Celebration
On May 1, 2019, several middle school students were recognized for their artistry and writing based on the topic of “Free
Speech, Free Press, and Free Society”
The ceremony was held at the Historic Justice William J.
Brennan Jr. Courthouse in Jersey City. Among those present
were the Honorable Stuart Rabner, Chief Justice of New Jersey
Supreme Court, Thomas A. DeGise, Hudson County Executive,
the Honorable Jeffrey R. Jablonski, Presiding Judge Chancery,
and many more.
The students were instructed to either complete a piece of
writing, some type of artwork, or a rap song. Well, SMS students rose to the occasion! Seventh grader, Vicky Guo was selected Grand Winner, and eighth grader, Sophia Benavente,
was selected 1st Runner-Up in the art category, Sara Papa and
Dhruv Kotadia were chosen in the essay category, and Amanda
Ranaudo was selected for the poetry category.
The students were presented their awards in the center hall
of the historic courthouse and then served a lovely lunch.

Congratulations to all the Law Day Contest winners!
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SMS Environmental Club Makes a Difference
The deadline is 2020. The deadline to reform our planet once and for all is in one year. Impossible
you say? Not so. While many relish the idea of a planet that is renewed, improved, and stays that way,
these globally conscious citizens don’t know how to start. Well, often it is the younger generation who
begin paving the way for action to be taken. When Mr. Mroz established the Environmental Club it allowed the students of the club to truly make a lasting difference. We are going to ask him a couple questions on what the Environmental Club means, has done, and eventually, will do.
Q: What was the initial purpose of the Environmental Club?
A: To educate children about the environment. To teach them about their impact on it, and how
they can help.
Q: Can you provide a run through of each meeting. Do
you pre-plan, or go with the flow?
A: Most general meetings last from 2:24-3:10 We discuss
our next project, what’s going on in town, and learn from a PowerPoint presentation about an environmental concern.
Q: Can we go through a few of the major accomplishments of the Environmental Club this year?
A: We learned from various Power Point presentations
about different environmental concerns. As of today we have
recycled 5,148.5 lbs. of paper. Every student constructed a birdhouse that was placed along the Mill Creek Marsh. We have expanded the butterfly garden outside of school, and every student
made signs that we hung around school concerning the environment.
Q: How do these accomplishments assist the environment?
A: Well, thanks to the Power Point presentations and the
flyers, we have been able to educate the student body. The birdhouses encourage the tree swallows in the area to eat the large
swarms of mosquitoes in the areas.
Q: Is it possible that the SMS Environmental Club can influence the environment of the entire state?
A: Yes, you cannot do everything, but you can do something.
Q: You recently got a grant from the Audubon Society, what’s that going for?
A: The Audubon society donates for thee environmental clubs with a focus on butterflies and birds.
With the $1000 we received from the society, we are buying native plants for the butterfly garden. Native
plants are generally better to place in an area than forge in ones.
Q: This is one of the most successful clubs in school, why do you think that is?
A: Today’s generation wants to know how to make a difference. They want to have the chance to
improve things.
Q: What is it that you would like students to take away from being part of the Environmental Club?
A: One person’s actions truly can make a difference.
By: Sophia Benavente
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NJHS Induction Ceremony
On June 10, 2019, Secaucus Middle School held the ALPHA Recognition and National Junior Honor
Society Induction Ceremony. The ceremony honored the hard work, dedication, and achievements of the
students and their commitment to excellence in academics and high standards of individual responsibility.
Twenty-five members of ALPHA (Advanced Learning Program for High Achievers) were commended
for their participation in academic enrichment opportunities.
Each year, ALPHA participates in the Scholastic Challenge contest sponsored by the American Scholastic Achievement League. Thousands of students nationwide have the opportunity to compete online in
this challenging enrichment activity.
Certificates of Merit from the American Scholastic Achievement League were presented to all students
with a score of 55% or higher. This year, 20 members achieved that score and the highest scoring student
at SMS was awarded with a medallion on behalf of the American Scholastic Achievement League.
The NJHS Induction Ceremony was presided over by the SMS current members and the SHS graduate
members of the NJHS who spoke on the scholarship, service, leadership, character and citizenship requirements of the candidates. The 29 newly inducted members were introduced with a biography celebrating their achievements and qualifications.
The NJHS conducted fundraising activities throughout the year to support the Scholarship Fund, which
awarded a $500 scholarship to each of three graduating SHS members of the senior class. The fundraising activities included a sweatpants day, a Valentine’s Day Candy Gram sale, and a Guess the Number of
Jelly Beans Contest. A major part of the fundraising was due to the donations made by the NJHS families.
Their generosity was greatly appreciated.

Advisors, Debra Demone and AnaMarie Picariello present students with their certificates
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SMS Students Participate in Foreign Language
Poetry Recitation Contest
Secaucus Middle School students: Sophia Benavente, Sarah Bowers, Maya Geller,
Stephanie Lewis, Camilla Pimentel, Taylor Shaw, and Saloni Singh participated in the 36th Annual
Orlando Saa, Foreign Language Poetry Recitation Contest, held at William Paterson University, on
May 16, 2019. World language students competed in the following languages: French, Italian,
Japanese, and Spanish. Students recited poems from famous poets in their original version.
Mrs. Maria R. Rodriguez and Mrs. Martha Rodriguez prepared the students for this challenging
event that included over 1000 students, and 50 high schools and middle schools.
Congratulations to all the participants!!!
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The second annual CAFE night took place in the cafeteria on May 20th. The purpose of this event is for all
students to embrace their cultures while learning about others. The Patriot Ambassadors made hands for children to decorate with a flag representing their heritage, which are hung in the breezeway just before the main
office. Many students made posters to decorate, and brought in tasty food from their culture to share. Those in
attendance were entertained by many performances. Students learned how to tango from a dancer, how to do
a traditional Greek dance from Mr. Sialfakis and Mrs. Sciscilo, and lastly, they watched an astonishing Bollywood dance performance from the children at Kulture Kool.
By: Aarti Advani

Black Holes: The Mystery of the Universe
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Black holes are some of the most mysterious celestial bodies in our universe. In these regions in
space, the gravitational pull of a black hole is so strong that not even light can escape. This occurs due to
the compression of a massive amount of matter into a small space. Black holes greatly vary in size, possibly even as small as an atom. Nonetheless, black holes hold astonishing amounts of matter, which is why
they are considered to have an infinite density at their center.
There are three main types of black holes currently known. They are stellar black holes, supermassive black holes, and intermediate black holes. Stellar black holes form when a large star collapses,
causing a supernova (an exploding star). These black holes are small, but found in abundance. Supermassive black holes are the largest black holes found in the universe. According to NASA, “Scientists have
found proof that every large galaxy contains a supermassive black hole at its center. The supermassive
black hole at the center of the Milky Way galaxy is called Sagittarius A. It has a mass equal to about 4 million suns and would fit inside a very large ball that could hold a few million Earths.” Intermediate black
holes are what they seem to be, black holes that are not small, yet not large. According to Space.com, these
black holes may form when “stars in a cluster collide in a chain reaction.”
The existence of black holes was first proposed by
Albert Einstein in 1916 in his general theory of relativity and the first black hole was discovered in 1971.
Until now, we have never actually witnessed what a
black hole looks like due to the fact that light cannot
escape the strong gravitational pull of a black hole
after a certain point. This boundary is known as the
event horizon of a black hole. At the event horizon in
massive black holes, gas, dust, and other debris that
spins around the black hole is known as the accretion
disk. Beyond this point, nothing is visible. As a result, scientists have been studying black holes by observing the effects of black holes on matter near it. Moreover, x-rays and gamma ray bursts emitted by
matter spinning around a black hole can also be observed. However, recently, the Event Horizon Telescope
(EHT) has managed to obtain the first image of a black hole.
The EHT photographed the supermassive black hole in the center of the M87 galaxy, almost 55 million
light-years away. Over 200 scientists from across the globe worked together to accomplish this task. A system of eight radio telescopes positioned around the world were used in synchronization to act as one giant
Earth-sized telescope in order to detect high energy waves emitted by the M87 supermassive black hole.
The team processed the massive sets of data collected and used cutting-edge technologies and signal processing techniques to combine the different images taken and extract the final image of the black hole.
In the future, scientists hope to obtain an image of Sagittarius A*, the supermassive black hole located
at the center of our galaxy.
In the end, although we still do not know much about the physics of black holes, the first photograph of
a black hole taken by the EHT has opened up new horizons for future exploration. This picture has significantly substantiated the existence of black holes, a theory first proposed by Albert Einstein more than a
century ago. This amazing breakthrough is sure to boost scientific research, allowing for the expansion of
our knowledge of the universe.
By: Ayush Agarwal
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The Dancing Dandelion
By:Iman Mamudi– Grade 6
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I am a dandelion dancing
through the air
I wonder where the wind will
take me
I hear the playful sounds of the day passing by
I see the clouds casting shadows and dimming the
day
I want to dance and be graceful
I am a dandelion floating through the air
I pretend to be a ballerina twirling on my toes
I feel my feet skipping as I twirl round and round
I touch the hands of people who desire their wishes
to come true
I worry I’ll get blown away and pushed by a storm
I cry because I fear that none of these wishes will
come true
I am a dandelion floating through the air
I understand we live in a cruel world, but I try to
bring happiness
I say no wish will ever be lost, but only take time
I dream of twirling and dancing all day
I hope to bring happiness and joy to those who need
it
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CLASS OF 2019
Yearbook Breakfast

Commissioner of Education, Dr. Lamont O. Repollet ,was
guest speaker at this year’s yearbook breakfast.
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SMS
TRACK
AND

FIELD

The SMS Track Team, led by Coach Segro and Coach Ricciardi,
have had a great season! In our first meet against Little Ferry, Hawthorne, and Eastern Christian, the boys came in second place and the
girls came in third place. In our meet against Midland Park and Garfield, both the boys’ team and the girls’ team took the victory and
came in first place!
The championship meet was held in Waldwick, and our team was
put to the test! The top three student-athletes for each track and field
event represented our school and competed against all of the teams in
our league. Overall, the boys placed second and the girls placed seventh. Congratulations to all these student-athletes on a great season.
Go Patriots!
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SPRING 2019
TRACK AND FIELD

GO PATRIOTS!
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Environmental Club Beautifies School Grounds
Environmental
Club, led by Mr.
Mroz, helps celebrate Earth Day
by sprucing up
school grounds,
and planting
trees and bushes
along the property.
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SMS STUDENT COMPETES IN NATIONAL SPELLING BEE
Would you know how to spell scrofulous and
strophulus if you were in a spelling bee? Do you
know the difference between pandit and pundit?
Each year, participants of the Scripps National
Spelling Bee must learn information like this to
pass from one round to the next. Vocabulary and
spelling both have crucial roles in the bee, and
spellers have taken on the challenge of knowing
the English language inside and out in order to
be crowned the national champion.
This year, the spelling bee champion of Secaucus Middle School, Saloni Singh, participated in
this renowned event. Since returning from National Harbor, Maryland, I have had the opportunity to interview her on her experience.
Q: To start us off, what is the Scripps National Spelling Bee? How does its schedule
work?
A: The Scripps National Spelling Bee is a
globally recognized event for participants all
around the country and the world. The farthest
that spellers have traveled this year to get to the
Bee were two girls from the Republic of Korea.
On the first day, participants arrive at National
Harbor, Maryland, in the Gaylord National Resort and Convention Center for check-in to the
bee. Then spellers take the Preliminaries Test, a
written test that tests a speller’s vocabulary and
spelling skills. This counts for the most points
when deciding the finalists. Then, on Monday
evening, the Kickoff Party is held to honor the
beginning of Bee Week. On Tuesday, Round
Two starts with different groups of spellers.
Contestants were given the Round Two study
words before the start of the Bee. On Wednesday, Round Three starts and finishes. In the afternoon, the Bee Staff announces the top 50 finalists who start to compete Thursday morning.
They start the Primetime Finals on ESPN when
there are only about a dozen spellers left, then
they hold spelling rounds until a champion or cochampions are declared.
Finally, on Friday, the Awards Banquet
was held to honor the winners and all of the

spellers, which is followed by the Farewell Party.
Q: How would you describe your experience in the Spelling Bee?
A: At the Bee, I stayed at the Gaylord National Resort and Convention Center, which is
where all of the events took place. There were
two ballrooms and a Beehive, where spellers
could meet up and study together. In this sense,
I think the Bee involves a lot of camaraderie
(also spelled comradery). Spellers support and
cheer for each other, even if they are competing
against each other, and there is a very positive
atmosphere. I also think that the staff, including
the College Crew at the spelling bee, set up the
stage and events very well. Each speller received gift bags and autograph books, and a
plethora of word related pins. There were also
guest speakers, like Peter Sokolowski (the Editor-a-Large of Merriam Webster) and Trevor
Packer (the Head of AP Courses at the College
Board). Even special guests from former
spelling bees like Karthik Nemmani and Vanya
Shivashankar gave advice to the attendees that
the Bee was a unique and special experience,
and to make the most of it.
Q: Spelling bees have are a major part of your
life. What ambitions do you have for future
bees and what advice would you give others ?

Continued on p.19
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SMS SPRING CONCERT
By:Raphael Miguel

During the recent Spring Concert, performed by Mr. Sonnett and his many
bands, there was a notable surprise from the eighth graders of the band. Similar to last year, the eighth graders put on quite a spectacle with a litany of
speeches which, in essence, contained our appreciation for music and
Mr.Sonnett. These speeches summed up our wonderful experiences, and
what we did in the many years we were together. Whether we were with Mr.
Sonnett for six years, or for only one year, we all recognized the never ending work he has done for us to make us better musicians.
In coordination with Mr. Fournier, the eighth graders came together and
bought a guitar amplifier for Mr. Sonnett. This will be the last concert of the
year for all three grades, but the rock band will perform two more times this
year at the following dates: 6/9 at the Secaucus Street Fair at 4:00, and 6/13
at the fifth grade orientation at 5:00. We also may perform during the SMS
Ice Cream Social, although this is not finalized yet. Despite this being the 8th
grade’s last year in the SMS band, we went out with a bang, and have truly
acknowledged our amazing band director as we prepare to continue our experience as musicians in the high school band.

Rock Band member expressing
appreciation to Mr. Sonnett for
all his hard work and dedication throughout the year.

By: Raphael Miguel
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ART IN OUR SCHOOL
Grade 6

SMS Student Participates in National Spelling Bee
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Continued from p. 15
A: Because I am in eighth grade, I can no longer participate in the Scripps National Spelling Bee. This was
my last year of eligibility, so I have no plans for future
bees. Some advice I would like to give, the main thing
would be (for national level bees) to study roots from
languages like Greek and Latin. There are also some
great online practice programs like Hexco. For school
bees, I would simply know the list inside and out, and
maybe learn some higher level off-list words. And for
county bees, the majority of the words are provided to
you (usually a thousand or a couple thousand words).
If you feel very confident about these spellings, make
sure you know the vocabulary as well. If you have
extra time, review roots and any other practice lists/
programs. This is because for championship rounds,
the county bee goes off-list. Good luck to next year’s
school bee participants!
Thank you Speller #265, Saloni Singh. Congratulations on your entrance into the 92nd Scripps National
Spelling Bee! Good luck to all who wish to make
spelling a part of their lives in a way that will be
cherished.

Saloni standing next to the champion’s trophy

By: Naija Agarwal & Saloni Singh

Representing Secaucus and New Jersey on the map
Saloni spelling Mississippian in the Round 2
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SMS Students Get Involved at Street Fair

On the weekend of Friday, June 7th
through Sunday, June 9th, Secaucus held
their annual street fair. Every year, small

companies, restaurants, and other businesses will set up a booth at the fair and
advertise or sell items. It attracts not only
the residents of Secaucus, but people
from other towns nearby as well. In addition, there are rides, a petting zoo, and live music.
Our very own SMS Rock Band had a stellar performance on Sunday at the fair, attracting a large
crowd and getting cheered on.
Also, 8th grader, Krushay Bhavsar, ran
a booth to raise money for his non-profit
organization, My Fine Mind. His organization provides the supplies necessary for
education to children who cannot access it
or afford it. The annual street fair is a big hit
every year, and a great time for the people
of Secaucus to come together, have fun,
and bond.
By: Haley Nowak
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Congratulations
Class of 2019

Best of Luck in High School!
To all of SMS, have a safe and happy summer!

